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Double combination bed in solid natural oak
Continue to share a bed with your partner and enjoy independent 
function on either side of the bed for individual comfort and needs.

Your bed is specified to your exact requirements meaning that you 
can have any combination of functions and sizes together in a bed that 
looks like part of your home.

Why not choose a beautiful solid oak bed enclosure to surround the 
metal mechanism that powers a Theraposture bed? There is a choice of 
wood finishes and colours.  Also you can choose between a slatted or 
panelled bed surround with high or low foot ends.

We also provide an extensive range of matching solid oak bedroom 
furniture such as bedside cabinets, chests of drawers and wardrobes. 
For further examples from this impressive collection, see our 
accessories.

Profiling only 
The profiling only action will allow you to independently raise and 
lower both the back rest and the leg section by simply pushing a button 
on the hand controller. This mechanism is often the choice of partners 
in a double combination bed as it allows both individuals to sit up 
independently together. The metal construction makes this mechanism 
more durable for long term use and the only choice if grab handles or 
side rails are needed.

Variable height and profiling 
In addition to the profiling only mechanism the variable height function 
is of significant benefit to less able people in a number of ways. If a carer 
or family member assists a person in bed, the variable height function 
will smoothly and safely raise the occupant to a safe working height, 
thereby reducing the risk of a back care injury.

Additionally, this function will help a person to achieve a standing 
transfer by vertically raising them to standing from sitting in a controlled 
and safe movement.
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E&OE

Electronic profiling Yes Double combination Yes
Electronic variable height Yes Separable halves No
Rotoflex Yes Single bed Yes
2’6” wide Yes Compatible with cot sides Yes
3’ wide Yes   Suitable for castors No
3’6’’ wide Yes  Suitable for static feet Yes
4’ wide Yes Standard length 6’6” Yes
4’6’’ wide Yes Shorter length available Yes
5’ wide Yes Longer length available Yes

Rotoflex turning system 
In addition to the variable height and profiling action, the remarkable 
Rotoflex turning system is a unique solution to an everyday problem – 
getting legs into and out of bed. This is achieved by a unique rotational 
action that will sequentially transfer you from a sitting to a sleeping 
position with the touch of just one button. 

In many cases, the Rotoflex truly delivers independence as it is a real 
alternative to hoisting and carer assistance. In this situation the bed can 
pay for itself many times over as the cost of care in your home or in a 
residential home is so high.

The Rotoflex can be made to rotate to either side of the bed to ensure 
that it is compatible with your room situation.

Finishes

1. Natural Oiled   
2. Natural Lacquered 
3. Smoked  
4. Milan 
5. Lime 
6. Olive 
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